Goal Seek: Performing What-If Analysis
Sometimes analyses are constrained by the need for a specified output [answer]. Many times we
perform the analysis through trial and error by trying various input values until the required answer is
reached. This process is time consuming and can be frustrating. Excel provides a tool called Goal Seek
that preforms the process for you automatically.
Goal Seek:
Goal Seek is one of Excel’s “What-If Analysis” tools. To use the Goal Seek tool select the What-If
Analysis button found on the Data Tab.

1. Data TAB
2. Data Tool Group
3. What-if Analysis Button
Select “Goal Seek” from the 3 options. This opens the Goal Seek dialog box. In this dialog box use the
Set cell field to specify the cell in which the output value [answer] will appear. In the To value field,
enter the value [answer] you want to achieve as the output, your Goal. In the By changing cell field,
specify the cell containing the data to change.

Click the OK button to begin. If the answer value cannot be exactly reached, the closest value found will
be listed.
Example 1 – You have been asked to use $5,000 in available Salary and Fringe in Fund 20000 to
increase the salary for a position in Fund 10600. You can’t use more than $5,000 from Fund 20000. You
also want to minimalize the fringe, so as to leave no unspent funds. You know the actual current salary
and fringe costs for the position in Fund 10600 from your finalized BDW. You create a worksheet using
all known information, and then begin working to solve your problem.
The worksheet display below mirrors the manual process one might go through to calculate the answer.
So to start, you place $5,000 in Fund 20000 Account code 521000 [cell: K9]. Once fringe is included
you will spend $921 more than you were asked to. If you continue to change cell K9, you will
eventually reach the correct amount. Goal Seek just does it faster.
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Worksheet Set Up With Goal Seek data tool.
You want the total for fund 20000 to equal $5,000. The Set cell is the location of the answer [K13], the
“To value:” field is the numerical value of the answer [$5,000], and the “By changing cell” field is the
independent data element. In this example we are used the salary. Once you click OK, you receive your
answer. Please note that with trial and error or pencil and paper you too can come to this answer, Goal
Seek just does it faster.
This spreadsheet shows the calculations before the “Goal Seek” data tool is accessed. The existing
calculations’ total will exceed $5,000.
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This is the answer generated.
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